
IN THE COURT OF SESSIONS JUDGE::AT GOALPARA

                    Present:            T.K. Bhattacharjee, AJS.
Sessions Judge, Goalpara.

Criminal Appeal No. 1/17

  Ashim Das … Appellant.
               -Versus-

State of Assam …. Respondent.

Appearance :
Mr. A.K. Ghosh, learned Adv. or the accused.
Mr. B.K. Das, learned Public Prosecutor for the State.

Date of hearing: 14.2.2020.
Date of Judgment:    28.2.2020.

-J U D G M  E N T-

1. This appeal has been preferred against the judgment and order of

conviction and sentence dated 21.2.2017 passed by the learned SDJM(S),

Goalpara  in  G.R.  Case  No.5/09  u/s  420/506  of  the  IPC  vide  which  the

appellant  was  convicted  u/s  420  of  the  IPC  and  sentenced  to  undergo

rigorous imprisonment for two years and to pay a fine of Rs.2,000/- only, in

default of payment of fine, to undergo simple imprisonment for one month

with direction that the period of detention already undergone shall be set

off.

2. The brief facts of the prosecution case is that a complaint was filed

by the informant Sri Bongshidhar Patowary in the Court of the Chief Judicial

Magistrate, Goalpara alleging that the accused took Rs.1.5 lakhs from him

on 3.7.2008 by executing hand-note in presence of witnesses and assured

to open an NGO with the son of the complainant as one of the partner and

also assured to undertake contractual business but thereafter, after taking

the said amount of Rs.1.5 lakhs from the informant, the accused avoided

relationship with the informant/complainant and did not return the money

which was taken by him and instead he threatened the informant.
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3. The said complaint was forwarded to the Goalpara Police Station and

thereafter, Goalpara P.S. Case No.3/09 was registered u/s 406/420/506/500

of the IPC and subsequently, the charge-sheet was submitted against the

accused/appellant u/s 406/420/506/500 of the IPC and thereafter, the case

proceeded  for  trial  after  completion  of  which,  the  learned  court  below

convicted and sentenced the accused/appellant as mentioned above.

4. Being highly aggrieved and dissatisfied with the aforesaid judgment

and order of conviction and sentence, the appellant preferred the instant

appeal on the grounds set-forth in the memo of appeal.

5. The  connected  case  record  was  called  for  from the  learned court

below  and  it  was   perused  very  carefully  and  the  respective  learned

counsels of both the sides were also heard in this context.

6. In the course of  arguments,  the learned counsel  for  the appellant

submitted  that  the  learned  court  below  erred  in  law   and  in  facts  in

convicting the accused/appellant, that the learned court below has failed to

apply  judicial  mind and convicted the accused despite the fact  that  the

prosecution failed to prove the ingredients of Section 420 of the IPC, that

the inordinate delay in filing the FIR was ignored by the learned court below

and moreover, the matter related to a civil dispute and the evidence of the

witnesses differ on material particulars and as such, the order of conviction

and sentence that had been challenged in the instant appeal is liable to be

set aside.

7. On  the  other  hand,  the  learned  PP  submitted  that  the  convict-

appellant  was  rightly  convicted  and  he  was  leniently  sentenced  by  the

learned court  below and as  such,  the impugned judgment and order  of

conviction is not required to be interfered with in any manner whatsoever

but rather, the appeal filed by the appellant should be dismissed.
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8. In  view of  the arguments of  the respective learned counsels,  it  is

necessary to carefully scrutinize the entire materials available before me

and to determine the following.

9. Point  for  determination:  Whether  the  learned  court  below  was

correct in convicting the accused-appellant, namely Ashim Das u/s 420 of

the IPC and correct in sentencing him to undergo rigorous imprisonment for

two years and to pay a fine of Rs.2,000/-, in default of payment of fine, to

undergo simple imprisonment for one month or whether the said order of

conviction and sentence is required to be interfered with by this court by

exercising the appellate jurisdiction?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS

10. On perusal of the entire materials available before me including the

impugned  judgment  and  order  dated  21.2.2017,  it  is  found  that  nine

witnesses were examined in support of the prosecution case which included

the informant/victim, the Investigating Officer etc.  During the arguments,

the learned counsel for the appellant submitted that the prosecution has

failed to prove mens rea at the time of inducing the person deceived to

deliver  any  property  to  any  person  which  is  essential  to  constitute  an

offence  u/s  420  of  the  IPC  and  he  referred  to  the  decision  reported  in

2013(4) Gauhati Law Journal 492 and submitted that mere negligence on

the part of the accused to keep his promise is a mere breach of contract

and omission to take care would not constitute an offence of cheating.

11. From the complaint filed by the complainant/informant,  which was

brought on record as the Ext.1, it is found that the accused took a sum of

Rs.1.5 lakhs from the complainant on 3.7.2008 by executing a hand note in

presence of witnesses and thereafter, the accused did not return the same.

Further, in the Ext.1, it had also been stated that the accused assured to

open an NGO by making the son of the complainant as one of the partners

and carry out contractual business but thereafter, the accused started to

avoid the complainant and failed to return the money or open the NGO as
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assured earlier.   During his deposition in the court,  the complainant who

was examined as the PW1 stated that the accused took a loan of Rs.1.5

lakhs from him on the pretext of opening an NGO with the assurance that

the son of the complainant will be employed in the said NGO.  The evidence

of the PW1 also shows that a document was executed in this context which

was seized by the police subsequently and brought on record as the Ext.3.

The informant (PW1) also stated in his deposition that the accused abused

him when he went and demanded his money from the accused and the

accused  also  threatened  him  for  which  he  filed  this  case.   The  cross

examination of the PW1 also shows that the accused took a loan from the

PW1 and the PW1 admitted that he did not file the case immediately.  The

PW1 also admitted that the hand-note does not mention about the NGO or

about employment of the informant's son in the NGO.  The testimony of the

PW1  also  shows  that  he  had  gone  to  the  house  of  the  accused  on

20.12.2008 along with one Probhat Deka to demand the return of his money

but the accused abused him and threatened him but thereafter, he filed the

case on 26.12.2008 in the court.  On the other hand, the PW6 Prabhat Ch.

Deka who had accompanied the informant to the house of the accused on

20.12.2008, when the informant went to demand the return of his money,

had stated that he accompanied the informant to the house of the accused

and the accused expressed his inability to return the money and stated that

he will return the money when he is capable of repayment.  This PW did not

mention anything about the threat.  This witness was also a witness to the

hand-note  (Ext.3)  who  has  also  admitted  his  signature  in  Ext.3.   The

testimony  of  this  witness  also  shows  that  the  loan  amount  was  to  be

returned  back  within  a  month.   Further,  the  LCR  reveals  that  the

examination  of  the  PW7  was  not  completed  and  his  examination  was

stopped as the witness was found to be in an abnormal state of mind.  Apart

from that, Dulumani Patowary, the wife of the informant, who was examined

as the PW8, did not mention anything about the NGO or the assurance of

the accused to employ the son of  the informant in  the NGO during her

deposition in the court.  Her deposition also shows that the accused was a 
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friend of the son of the informant and the PW8 Dulumani.  The PW5 was

Abdul Rahman who had written the Ext.3, the hand-note.  His testimony

also  shows  that  the  accused  took  the  money  in  his  presence  from the

informant.  The PW5 also stated that the money was taken as a loan.  The

PW4 also stated that a loan was taken by the accused in his presence and

he  had  signed  the  Ext.3.   Thus,  the  evidence  shows  that  there  were

witnesses present during the transaction of money between the accused

and the informant who testified that the money was taken by way of a loan.

The testimony of the PW2, who was the son of the informant, also shows

that the accused took Rs.1.5 lakhs from his father with the assurance to

return the same within 1 to 1.5 months.  

12. Now,  therefore,  from  the  evidence  in  the  case  record,  it  is

conspicuous that the accused had taken a loan of Rs.1.5 lakhs from the

informant  on  3.7.2008  by  executing  a  hand  note  in  presence  of  the

witnesses with the assurance to return the same within a month from that

date and as such, it is now necessary to ascertain whether the accused had

fraudulently or dishonest intention at the time of making the promise or

representation.  It is true that no offence u/s 420 of the IPC can be said to

have been made out in the absence of a culpable intention at the time of

making the initial promise but however, direct evidence may not always be

in-existence to prove dishonest intention which can be proved by a number

of circumstances from which a reasonable inference can be drawn and even

the conduct of the accused may lend support in assessing the real intention

of  the accused.   The learned court  below had thoroughly  discussed the

evidence adduced by the prosecution witnesses who were also examined

after a few years from the date of the occurrence and from the testimony of

the PW6 Prabhat Ch. Deka, it is found that the accused agreed to pay the

money when he has the means to do so but there is nothing in the case

record to indicate that the accused ever made any attempt over the years

to return even a single paise of the money which he had taken from the

informant in presence of witnesses by executing the hand note.  Moreover,
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there is nothing in the evidence on record to show that there was any enmity, grudge

etc. between the parties which has ruled out the possibility of any false implication and

taking into consideration all the facts and circumstances as well as the guidelines of law

that dishonest and fraudulent intention may be gathered from the conduct of the parties,

I am of the opinion that the learned court below was correct in coming to the conclusion

that  the  accused/appellant  was  guilty  of  an  offence  u/s  420  of  the  IPC  beyond

reasonable doubt.

13. As regards the sentence imposed upon the accused, it is found from the LCR

that the learned court below had dealt with the accused very leniently and taking into

consideration all the above facts and circumstances, I am of the opinion that the instant

appeal is devoid of any merit and as such, the same is dismissed.

14. In the result, the appeal is dismissed on contest but without any cost. The order

and judgment,  dated  21.7.2017k,  of  conviction  and sentence  passed  by the  learned

SDJM(S), Goalpara in G.R. Case No.5/19 is hereby upheld.  The appellant/convict is

directed to appear before the learned trial court on or before 30.3.2020 to serve out the

sentence and in the event of failure of the appellant/convict to appear before the learned

Court below his attendance shall be procured by the learned Court below and thereafter,

he shall be dealt with in accordance with law.

Send back the LCR with a copy of the judgment to the learned court below for

necessary action.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 28th day of February, 2020.

(T.K Bhattacharjee)
     Sessions Judge, Goalpara 

Dictated & corrected by me:

Sessions Judge
    Goalpara  


